DATE: May 13, 2013

SUMMARY:

#13-02155: On Sunday, May 12, 2013 at about 5:30 AM, University police officers responded to investigate a shooting that was reported in the vehicle turnout at signpost #16 on Grizzly Peak Boulevard, approximately three miles from the main UC Berkeley campus.

Upon arrival, officers discovered one person deceased apparently due to gunshot injuries. Several witnesses were interviewed and additional evidence was collected at the scene. Preliminary investigation has identified the following PERSONS OF INTEREST:

Hispanic or Filipino male  
Age: mid 20s - mid 30s  
Approx. 5ft 8in and 200 lbs. (heavy build)  
Bald (or shaved head / very short hair)  
White t-shirt and a black sweatshirt

Asian female  
Approx. 5ft 3in and 160 lbs. (heavy build)  
Black hair in a ponytail  
Black shirt & black shorts

Possible vehicles associated:  
(PHOTOS FOR EXAMPLE ONLY)

#1: Chevrolet Caprice model year 2000 or similar sedan, "candy apple" red in color, raised body, large chrome wheels with spokes and thin tires

#2: Chevrolet Suburban or similar SUV, white in color

#3: Unknown model dark color compact car with chrome exhaust pipe at right rear and trapezoid shaped taillights

If you recognize the persons or vehicles described, or if you have any information about this crime, please contact UCPD without delay.

Emergency: 911  
UCPD main number: (510) 642-6760  
http://police.berkeley.edu/

For additional information or questions, please contact Detective Sergeant Andrew Tucker of the UCPD Criminal Investigations Bureau:

(510) 664-9687 or  
atucker (at) berkeley.edu
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